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Searching the web
Searching information on the web is becoming a daily activity
for many. The web is growing at a phenomenal rate; some
sources say there are currently over 2.5 billion pages available
and this number is increasing by 7.3 million pages per day
[1,2]. Despite this complexity current search engines do an
amazing job. However, search results are mostly presented in
rank-ordered lists that the user browses to find interesting information. These traditional representations are spread over
multiple pages and the user only views a small proportion of
the results in a single window. Certainly the search engines
attempt to display the most relevant information in the top 10
ranks but experience shows that we still scroll through many
results and load multiple pages.
Textual and Graphical depiction
These text presentations take up a vast amount of the screen
real estate. Graphical representations, on the other hand, can
display much more information in a smaller space. Perhaps
hundreds or even thousands of results could be (abstractly) displayed in the same area as 10 text results. Such abstract depictions would provide a holistic view of the information that the
user could refine or zoom into to gather more details from the
realization [3]. These graphical representations could provide
the user with a synoptic view of many search results (without
the need for paging or scrolling), allow clustering operations
(portraying similarities between search results), allow the user
to quickly find relevant information and then drill-down into
specific details. Moreover, such graphical representations could
display information-rich content including information/statistics about the sites and pages that the URLs actually address.
Conversely, users may expect a textual form as they are used
to browsing and manipulating the search results through these
interfaces.
In essence, both representation methods (textual and graphical) are valid and have their benefits. Thus, we believe it is
useful to simultaneously present the search result information
in both textual and graphical forms. Indeed, by coordinating
each view together the user would be able to more quickly
drill-down to the pages that are most interesting and useful.
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Multiple views of search-results
We have developed some visualization tools that display the
search result data in multiple linked views, where each window provides a dedicated view on the search results. In this
paper, which is a summary of the work given in [4]. We present
one system that displays the traditional rank-ordered list of
URLs with some additional views that detail statistical quantities of the sites. Moreover, each view is coordinated together
such that any enacting user-operation is simultaneously reflected in every view.

Our search-engine retrieves detailed information about the located sites, first by retrieving the traditional URLs and then
visiting each site to find this ‘rich’ information. For example,
as well as storing information about the keywords search terms,
and retrieving information about the domain-name, URL, text
snippets of the pages, we retrieve information such as the size
of the HTML file, number of internal and external links (anchors) on a retrieved page, media type (html, text, images,
sound), last-modified-date, page structure (e.g. position of the
media on the page). We display this extended information in
glyph form.
Glyph based depiction of search results
A glyph is a single graphical unit that can portray many variables by adapting its properties. An early example was developed by Chernoff [5] who represented multi-variable data
through faces; for example, different values could be represented by changes in the shape of the face, length of the eyes,
nose or mouth, the angle of the eyebrows etc. In our designs
each search-result is displayed by a single glyph; aspects of
the appropriate site are represented by different parts of the
glyph. We have investigated different glyph designs; in this
paper we present two.
The first glyph design emphasises the domain of the site of
each webpage, see Figure 1. Each of the domain names is given
a unique symbol (e.g. the addresses: .country, .com, .edu, .org,
.net; others are mapped to triangle, circle, square, paralelogram,
hexagon, plus-symbol, respectively). The rank is allocated a

Figure 1. This diagram shows the domain glyph representation.

colour (with a brighter colour representing a higher ranked
entity) and the size of the page relates to the border-width of
the glyph (a thicker border representing a larger size). The quantity of Anchor tags on the page is mapped to position (the external and internal link quantities are given x and y positions
respectively). Moreover, the country of origin – if available –
is depicted by a small flag of the country to the right of the
glyph. Indeed, glyph placement is important as it allows the
user to see clusters of similar results, but as subsequent glyphs
may occlude previous glyphs, we jitter the glyph placement by
a small random amount in both the x and y coordinates, which
allows the user to perceive dense regions of similar elements.

The second glyph design is based on quartiles. It is often beneficial to represent information in quartile ranges, for example
teachers often allocate students an attainment class (upper, upper-middle, lower-middle or lower ranges). In our usage we
evaluate whether the quantities are smaller than the lower, median or upper quartile. If they are, then segments around the side
of a cross are filled in (shown as A,B,C,D in Figure 2). Additional parameters could be represented in further concentric rings.
We use this technique to represent the measure of external and internal links of a site (the outer and inner segments, respectively). The colour indicates the relevance like the aforementioned glyph; this is also redundantly visualized as the glyph placement, however, it is possible to reassign these different variables to each part of the glyph.
Coordination and Exploration
In any visualization setup it is important to allow the user to explore and investigate different parameterisations of the visualization. More specifically, it is important to coordinate each of
the visualizations together such that any user operation is mimicked in other related views [6]. Such coordination enhances
the user operation. In our system, when the user highlights
(brushes) the mouse over one window, so the same elements in
every other view are simultaneously highlighted. Also, when
the user clicks on a glyph or a link (in any window) then the
page is loaded in the browser window, see Figure 3.
Related Work
The key to success in any such visualization is to develop a
suitable mapping to exchange the (abstract) search result data
into an appropriate graphical form. Other researchers have deFigure 2. The schematic shows the C-glyph design that allows the
veloped alternative abstract methods that may be useful in this
observer to quickly realize whether the data is within the lower,
middle or upper quartile ranges.
domain. For example, systems such as SeeSoft [7] and WebTOC
[8] reduce the text itself by abstracting lines of text into horizontal graphical lines (a technique called greeking). Some systems use dots or coloured areas to display the search result
information such as Dotfire [9] (used for searching digital libraries) or Sparkler (that visualizes session details) [10]. Other
systems also realize multiple variables in glyph representations, e.g. Mann [11] uses a technique named TileBars [12] to map
the position of the keywords and the lengths of the documents (here tilebar information is laid out adjacent to the text information) and systems such as xFind [13] plot glyphs on an x, y axis representing document size and relevance respectively. Finally,
Cugini et al [14] use different presentation styles including spirals and three-dimensional axis designs.
Summary
We encourage the use of information-rich realizations especially in the area of web-search result visualization. To this
end we have developed a system that can visualize search-result data using glyphs. In our evaluations, apart from being
distracted by the slowness of the data-gathering, the users liked
the different visual depictions, and found, in particular, that
the C-glyph was good at representing sites that contain lists of
links (often known as luminous sites) that are useful for finding general information about a subject.
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n. pronounced eylum, 1. a Greek word for the exploding mass from which the universe emerged.
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